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w	datasheet:
	 monitoring-relays	Ur5P3011
	 oUtPUt-relais:	1	Potential	free	change	over	contact

w	 1.	fUnctions
Monitoring of phase sequence, phase failure and asymmetry with adjustable asymmetry, connection 

of neutral wire optional.

w	 2.	time	ranges
tripping delay:    fixed, approx. 100 ms

w	 3.	indicators
green Led ON: indication of supply voltage

Yellow Led ON/OFF: indication of relay output

w	 4.	mechanical	design
self-extinguishing plastic housing, iP rating iP40

Mounted on diN-rail ts 35 according to eN 50022

shockproof terminal connection according to VBg 4 (PZ1 required), iP rating iP20

Mounting position: any

tightening torque: max. 1 Nm

terminal capacity: 1 x 0.5 to 2.5 mm2 with/without multicore cable end

   1 x 4 mm2 without multicore cable end

   2 x 0.5 to 1.5 mm2 with/without multicore cable end

   2 x 2.5 mm2 flexible without multicore cable end

Order Code:

UR5P3011
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w	 5.	inPUt	circUit
supply voltage:  (= measured voltage)

terminals:  (N)-L1-L2-L3

rated voltage un:  3(N)~400/230V aC

tolerance:  -30% to +30% of un

rated consumption:  8 Va (0,8 W)

rated frequency:  aC 48 to 63 hz

duty cycle:  100%

reset time:  500 ms

hold-up time:  -

drop out voltage:  >20% of the supply voltage

Overvoltage category:  iii (according to ieC 60664-1)

rated surge voltage:  4 kV

w	 6.	oUtPUt	circUit
1 potential free change over contact

rated voltage:  250 V aC

switching capacity:  1250 Va (5 a /250 V aC)

Fusing:  5 a fast acting

Mechanical life:  20 x 106 operations

electrical life:  2 x 105 operations at 1000 Va resistive load

switching frequency:  max. 60/min at 100 Va resistive load

    max. 6/min at 1000 Va resistive load (according to ieC 947-5-1)

Overvoltage category:  iii. (according to ieC 60664-1)

rated surge voltage:  4 kV

w	 7.	measUring	circUit
Measuring variable:  3(N)~, sinus, 48 to 63 hz

Measuring input:  (=supply voltage)

terminals:  (N)- L1- L2- L3

Overload capacity:  determined by tolerance specified for supply voltage

input resistance:  -

asymmetry:  5% to 25% adjustable, or disengageable 

Overvoltage category:  iii (according to ieC 60664-1)

rated surge voltage:  4 kV
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w	 8.	accUracy
Base accuracy:  ±5% of maximum scale value

adjustment accuracy:  5% of maximum scale value

repetition accuracy:  ±2%

Voltage influence:  -

temperature influence:  0.05% / ° C

w	 9.	ambient	conditions
ambient temperature:  -25 to +55° C (according to ieC 68-1)

storage temperature:  -25 to +70° C

transport temperature:  -25 to +70° C

relative humidity:  15% to 85% (according to ieC 721-3-3 class 3K3)

Pollution degree:  2, if built in 3 (according to ieC 664-1)

Vibration resistance:  10 to 55 hz 0.35 mm (according to ieC 68-2-6)

shock resistance:  15 g 11 ms (according to ieC 68-2-27)

w	 10.	fUnctions
Phase sequence monitoring

When all the phases are connected in the correct sequence 

and the measured asymmetry is less than the fixed value, the 

output relay switches into on-position (yellow Led illuminated). 

When the phase sequence changes, the output relay switches 

into off-position (yellow Led not illuminated).

Asymmetry monitoring

the output relay r switches into off-position (yellow Led not 

illuminated) when the asymmetrie exceeds the value set at the 

asYM-regulator. reverse voltages of a consumer (e.g. a motor 

which continues to run on two phases only) do not effect the 

disconnection.

Phase failure monitoring

the output relay switches into off-position (yellow Led not 

illuminated), when one of the three phases fails.
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w	 11.	connecting		diagram

w	 12.	dimensions

sPecifications		 dim	(wxhxd)	mm	 weight	 PU		 ordering	information	

Monitoring-relays	 17,5	x	87	x	65		 72	g	 1	 UR5P3011
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